Best Practices for
Quality Engineering

Introduction
Dear Readers,
In digital era, customers are wanting more, and competitors are continuously responding with
better quality applications. The speed of delivering new features and quality are the key
differentiators. Quality is not an after-thought anymore and organizations should bring in
improvements continuously, as they are delivering continuously.
As it turns out, the simple question of “What can be done to improve quality of your
applications?” isn’t so simple after all.
It’s a question that more and more organizations are asking, but one very few are able to
answer. And even for those that do have a clear vision of what they need to do to take quality to
the next level, understanding various ways can pose challenges. Despite the challenges around
integrating quality as part of delivery, the only way to improve the value that IT can bring into the
Business is to mature and significantly increase Quality of the applications.
With that in mind, what are the steps and areas that you will have to include in your Enterprise
QA Strategy? In this E-Book, we present a curated collection of content around Quality
Engineering - covering Core QA, Automated Testing and other facets.

Sridhar Jayaraman
VP of Engineering, Qentelli
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Quality is not an After-Thought
The Quarterly Business Review Meeting left Nexi Herman,

Zen Datalytics, a five-year-old start-up provides data

CTO, Zen Datalytics, unable to answer questions about

analytics solutions to pharmaceutical companies,

the quality of the applications. Customers were reporting

personal care product manufacturers, hospitals and food

bugs along with complaints about the responsiveness

product manufacturers. It provides solutions in the areas

when using the software. Customer Satisfaction, a key

of personalized medicines, convenient care, next-generation

Goal for Nexi was taking a hit, especially when competitors

sequencing, clinical research, drug modelling and drug

were breathing down their neck.

discovery.

Nexi called a meeting with her VP of Application

The platform also provides its customers the ability to

Development, Vincent Ross and Director of Software

exploit various data (Sales, research, marketing etc) and

Quality, Raghu Konneti, to discuss about questions from

give insights for drug discovery, market potential, sales

the Business about Application Quality. Vincent

forecasting, etc. Although the company is operating in a

explained, “Our delivery teams were not involving QA

niche market, yet it has a direct and indirect competition

earlier, which we have changed over the last few months.

from other data analytics service providers.

They also did not have the right tools and processes, which
we are now fixing.” Raghu offered additional explanation,
“Quality must become everyone’s responsibility. QA is
currently in the last leg of the Software lifecycle, and can
find most defects, but only if Developers and other
stakeholders consider quality as important, will we be
able to get better software quality.”
On a positive note, the number of defects has reduced
compared to the earlier year. But defects are still slipping
to production environments, especially when we are
trying to release features faster.” Both realized that velocity
improvements from the Engineering team left Business
teams and clients wanting more.
This scenario at Zen Datalytics ABC Gen is common in
many of today’s organizations, that rely on IT to deliver
Business Value Nexi reiterated to Vincent and Raghu that

Turning to The Professionals
Nexi recalled her meeting Todd McKenzie, a well-known
industry expert and speaker on Quality at a Conference
on DevOps, where Todd spoke to her about Quality
Engineering, a holistic view of Quality in the entire
Software Lifecycle. Nexi asked Vincent and Raghu to set
up a meeting with Todd and get him as a Consultant for
Zen Datalytics.
Before we go further, let’s define Quality Engineering:
Quality Engineering is the discipline of engineering
concerned with the principles and practice of product and
service quality assurance and control. In the software
development, it is the management, development, operation
and maintenance of IT systems and enterprise architectures
with a high-quality standard. [Source–Wikipedia].

It was no longer an enabler, but the way Enterprises do
business, even though their core business is not IT.
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Why Quality
Engineering?

As per a 2018 Report by Consortium for IT Software

close and easier to find defects. Getting software right isn’t a

Quality report, the Cost of Poor Software Quality in the

one-time implementation but a continuous process. With this,

US in 2018 costs approximately $2.84 trillion. The

testing practices cannot afford to be a limitation for

numbers are large enough to contribute to an entire

Engineering teams both in terms of time and quality.

nation’s GDP.
The report categorized the cost of poor software
quality into four main buckets:
$1.43 trillion from External deficiencies and
failures – Finding and fixing operational
deficiencies, and massive failure consequences.
$.8 trillion due to Internal deficiencies and
failures – finding and fixing unreleased
deficiencies, rework, cancelled projects,
and troubled projects.
$.54 trillion due to Technical debt –
Violations of good practices and fixing
problems that may cause future disruptions.
No quantification but significant cost of
Management failures – Unanticipated costs,
customer damages, and reactive
crisis-mode management

Forrester declared 2018 as the year of Enterprise
DevOps and organizations are accelerating the
frequency of new software releases. Agile and DevOps
have brought engineering teams and users

Coming back to the real-world story, Todd assessed the
current state of the development life cycle for Zen Datalytics
by reviewing the entire delivery process, speaking to all the
teams and reviewing the artifacts produced. He highlighted a
few reasons that were contributing to the quality issues –
Releases are timeline oriented, not quality oriented,
with the result that teams were releasing untested
code into production
Testing time is more than development time, as
most of the tests were still done manually
Teams are monitoring key metrics such as
Application Performance, Application Availability,
Lead time to Deploy, Meantime to Recovery
(MTTR), but a coherent picture was missing
The current infrastructure stack was not supporting
automation and CI/CD initiatives
Based on the recommendations from Todd, Vincent and
Raghu created a Strategy outlining a 6-Principles approach
for maturing their Quality Engineering practices.
Here’s a summary of these Principles 04

Outlining the Quality Engineering Best Practices

B

ringing the right mindset– Organizations think of

This requires software teams to deliver ‘quality at

quality after development. ‘Quality’ is not an after

speed’. How this will happen? This happens with more

thought. That sounds obvious. Agile practices and

automation in testing, enabling continuous testing and

DevOps bring more collaboration and better communication.

less manual activities. Often, development goes quick

What’s not obvious is; agile practices blur lines of development,

but testing delays deliveries.

operations and quality teams making everyone accountable
for quality. While agile practices gave engineering teams’

Principle #2 – Automate as much as possible to

advantage at speed, unknowingly quality is compromised.

provide a safety net for the team when introducing

Principle #1 – Teams should think of quality from Day 0 to
imbibe quality engineering to achieve proficiency.
Quality Engineering’ requires buy-in from management and
on-boarding all the teams. This implementation will change
established processes, workflows, tools and, team restructuring
or re-skilling (overlooked because of limited communication).
This requires management to address change resistance
through constant communication, stressing the importance of

new changes, reduce time-to-market and most
importantly, reduce the pain of repeating the same
tests for every change!

P

reparing for Quality Engineering – After
the right mindset, organizations need contin
uous testing framework in place for quality

engineering. Continuous testing requires three things
to be in place–people, process and technologies.

the new model and supporting teams during the transition.
Do you have plans for re-skilling workforce
to work in everything continuous environment?

transition time, a positive attitude and be able to answer ‘Why’
coming from the teams. Explaining the reasons and benefits is

PEOPLE

The successful culture change requires a right amount of

helpful in adapting to new workflows, processes and tools.

Can you identify the change agents for
improving and scaling the process?

The involvement of teams with new workflows, tools and
processes can take care of the quality from day 0. The right

Have you identified the gaps in existing
processes ?

The next thing about quality is evolving testing functions in
development. With agile development and digital transformation,

PROCESS

mindset will morph into an advantage of thinking about
quality before development.

“68% of Agile teams include testers in their product teams,
51% are dedicated full-time to one project/product and 27%
use test-driven development (TDD).”
[Source - The Forrester WaveTM: Omnichannel Functional Test Automation
(OFTA) Tools, Q3 2018].

TOOLS/TECHNOLOGIES

testing and QA has come a long way from supporting
functions to critical roles. But still the pressure is on.

Do you have proper training programs in
place to help people?

What are the improvements expected over
a period?
Have you prepared RACI Matrix (Responsible,
Accountable, Consulted, Informed) for all
the identified processes?
Do you have plans for re-skilling workforce to
work in everything continuous environment?
Do you have proper training programs in
place to help people?
Can you identify the change agents for
improving and scaling the process?
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Quality First requires starting the conversations at an early

automation. The agile practices like Continuous

stage with everyone. Everyone plays an important role in

Integrationand continuous delivery are the cornerstones

embracing it. For instance, Product owners help in realizing

of orchestrated engineering. Organizations with

importance of quality from Day 0. They are the best people to

matured DevOps, CI/CD practices would see the

convey it to the management. Developers contribute by

benefits of orchestrated engineering early.

reviewing peer codes and first-level testing. Future will expect
testers to do coding.
Principle #3 – Embrace Cross-functional Teams.

S

mart and continuous feedback – As
orchestration and automation becomes
prominent, it will put automation pieces into a

coherent whole. This leads to speedier software

The future requires cross-functional teams. Early conversations

deployment. Smarter feedback loop is the next thing

make everyone prepared for role changes. Developers might

for teams to focus on.

do testing and testers well-versed with development.
This will be possible with reorganizing teams and future tools.

Principle #6 – Integrate AI and ML tools to collect,

But organizations must be careful while selecting their tools and

analyse and predict failure points as a feedback

technologies.

mechanism within the Engineering lifecycle,
especially automated tests.

Tools selection is an influence and best-of-the marketing game.
This makes it a rudimentary process, instead strategic one. The

In the future, smarter feedback systems will study

right way is to select tools based on strategic and technological

telemetry data that comes from logs, events and

road map of the business.

metrics. In conventional practices, looking at metrics
once every day or weekly was the norm, but with

Principle #4 – Invest in the right tools and frameworks that

changing technology and operations landscape,

can reduce the effort in Automation

looking at real-time data becomes very important.

I

Any metrics using stale data are misleading, so it is
mplementing Quality Engineering –Automation is

important to have systems that can fetch real-time

already part engineering life cycle in many enterpris es.

data and represent for informed decision making.

Organizations have automated lots of small processes.

Zen Datalytics path to the best practices of Quality

Automating small and short processes doesn’t bring a noticeable

Engineering

difference in the overall engineering life cycle. This calls for
setting up orchestrated engineering for an end to end
processes automation.
Principle #5 – Include automated tests within the engineering
flow
This includes implementing and automating a significant
portion of the workflows among systems, middleware,
services, tools and people.
A quick tip for orchestrated engineering is starting Automation
and scaling it. Automation automates tasks and orchestration
automates processes. Orchestrated engineering starts with
06

Zen Datalytics path to the
best practices of Quality Engineering
It took a year for ’the company to adopt quality engineering best practices. The major changes they introduced were
around automating significant portions of the testing lifecycle. This reduced Test times, which in turn reduced the wait
times for developers to get feedback on the changes they made to the code. Nexi also started practices of reviewing the
existing tech stack every quarter, re-skill and retrain people. Management teams wrote internal blogs and organized
workshops to stress on importance of quality engineering culture.

Putting Principles into Practice
Software is the new economic value for the business. It’s difficult to implement all best practices together. Breaking the
implementation approach into pieces and applying the best practices make business goals achievable.
Quality oriented orchestrated engineering helps engineering and business teams through automation. It changes the way
organizations deliver to customers. Strategic orchestrated engineering provides more than incremental improvements. And,
this starts with culture to adopt agile processes–continuous, iterative and rapid development in delivering applications.
Leaders need to foster an open culture based on transparency, collaboration and accountability above all else.

At Qentelli, we believe in Orchestrated Engineering
through Automation at every step of the way. We help
companies’ future-proof their QA through:
Transform Manual functional testing process
with isolated test environments & branch
level deployments to Integrated and
Continuous Testing
Frameworks and plugins to integrate Test
Automation into integration/delivery
pipelines built on most frequently used
CI/CD tools - Jenkins, Teamcity etc
Qentelli’s proprietary Tools and Processes
for seamless integration of Non-Functional
Tests in the CI-CD pipeline

The
Qentelli
Way
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Qentelli’s
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Burst Capacity Management
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Guidelines and Best Practices
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Plant Quality Intelligence & Assurance Tree:
Learn how Qentelli Does Regression Testing
Regression Testing 101:
Selective retesting to detect faults introduced during

Should I automate regression test
cases:

modification of a system or software component, to verify

Test often, test more! This is possible only if you have

that modifications have not caused unintended adverse

automated your regression suite.

effects, or to verify that a modified system or software

Having said that, it is all too common for regression

component still meets its specified requirements.

testing to focus solely on the success rate of tests,

“…a testing process which is applied after a program is

whether automated or manual, without fully evaluating if

modified.”

this indicates the software is functioning as expected. In

How often do you perform regression testing on your code

some instances, making changes to fixed bugs can

base? What is the recommended frequency of regression

uncover functional problems that were not addressed by

testing? What is the correct technique of regression

the previous regression suite, making exploratory testing

testing?

that much more beneficial.

This article will answer all these questions!

How do you decide right test case
for Regression Suite:
The objective of regression testing is to uncover broken
functionality that got induced with modification on existing
code base, hence it is recommended to identify core
functionality test cases from the existing Test Bank and
based on the below factors:
Test case covers critical functionality
Test case is high priority test case compared
to other testcases in that component
This test case is part of the functionality that is
directly impacted by the change performed
If answers for all the above are “Yes” then this test case is
a candidate for Regression Test Suite

How much of exploratory testing
should I include:
It is important to weave an exploratory testing phase into
the regression testing process; this step can greatly
improve the quality of the software. In many cases, a
human will catch an unknown issue, even where a test
case indicates no such issue exists.
When developers make too many changes to the
Software too frequently, it often leads to instability of the
software, higher test failures, lot of bugs and unknown
defects.
For this reason, it is beneficial to perform exploratory
testing before a major release. This approach usually
reveals failures that structured test many not discover
and even points to improve test suite, that would
significantly alter the the end-result of the software.
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Qentelli brings to you an example:
Consider a simple, yet common application – an online

What should be the frequency of
Regression testing:

shopping portal. During the purchase process, the

Regression testing is usually performed after any

application validates the address provided by the user. On

changes are made to the code base. The frequency of

the surface, this validation is independent of the payment

regression testing may vary from project to project

type used (Credit/Debit/Bank Transfer etc). However, there

based on the complexity of the software and/or change

is a bug in the code for payment through a gift card

made to the system. It is recommended to perform

(address validation is not performed!).

core regression testing, nightly or alternate days and
complete regression suite execution, once a week.

Because gift cards are not commonly available in Test

Generally speaking, the more often regression testing

Environments and it was considered that payment methods

can occur, the more issues can be discovered and

don’t have any impact on address validation, the bug was

resolved, and the more stable and production-ready the

deemed low priority. Only later when the bug surfaced in

application becomes.

production, it was found that the address validation code
was an older version causing another defect.
This type of “masked defect”, where one defect hides
another can cause cascading issues due to dependencies in
the software design. These types of issues can be
problematic for the application development process. In
cases where defects alter the behavior to such a degree
that it is effectively hidden from the developers, it’s
common for test cases to fail to notice these issues. Hence,
it is recommended to perform a combination of Automated
regression and Exploratory testing in every major release.

Qentelli’s Best Practices in
Regression testing:
Automate as many test cases as possible and
eliminate effort for repetitive validation.
Complement this with validation from a Business
Expert to ensure the automation process did
not miss any operational scenarios
Prioritize and identify to include test cases that
are absolutely required in final validation of the
software.
Test Data Management and ensure you have a
way of generating and cleaning Test Data for
the suite.
Perform exploratory testing that empowers
individual Tester, responsibility and freedom to
examine and explore the software in various
ways that are not documented.
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It is Automation, Not Automagic: Avoiding failures
in Test Automation Projects
Test Automation today has become an integral part in any QA teams’ arsenal. A decade ago, the agile delivery paradigm
necessitated the need for automated test cases, while the current trend towards CI-CD and DevOps is fueling faster
adoption of Automation across the Development Lifecycle.
There are multiple tools, frameworks, and solutions that claim to solve your Automation problems overnight. However,
multiple challenges still exist, and IT Managers are not smiling.

The top reasons for Test automation projects failing, as found in the World Quality Report (a premium survey covering
CIOs and top executives from 100s of companies).
As can be seen from the snapshot above, the challenges in automation have increased YoY in almost all categories.
Only about 18% of all Test Automation Projects continued after 6 months, which means that stakeholders get disillusioned
with the results. But because of the significant time and cost already invested, the automation team continues with very
low value.
The most common reason for such failures, however, is the expectation that Automation is a silver bullet – you get a
team, install a product/solution and lo, your tests are automated end-to-end and can do everything, but brew a cup of
coffee too!
Unfortunately, the road to sustainable Test Automation is long and hard.
Here are some steps that you can take to avoid failures in your test Automation initiatives.
11

1. Articulate a long-term vision:
This is the most important, yet oft-neglected phase. It is
common to think, “hey, we need these tests automated, so
that we can get through Testing faster/get feedback
frequently”, but that is not the only aspect. Think about things
like:

soon (speed of release or # of items in the release)?
Is there a plan to rework the application in terms of the
technologies used?
What new Technologies/paradigms is the organization
planning to adopt (such as DevOps, Daily releases etc)?

What are the data points that show your current
problems? (For example, manual tests just to

4. Evaluate Tools:

regression test the changes takes 2 weeks with 4

Only after you have thought through the above, should

people)

you look at potential solutions

How will that data point look like once automation is in

Evaluate multiple tools, using a pre-defined checklist to

place?

provide an objective view of capabilities

2. Think about Context:
What kind of applications exist?
What is the tech stack and how many layers exist?
At what levels do we need tests?
How frequently do we make changes to the source
code and then release?
What Development standards do we use currently?
Does the application have significant integration
components with other upstream/downstream
applications?
How many defects slip into production or even User
testing?

Consider running multiple proof-of-concepts using the
most complex scenarios, not the simplest. This would
help you uncover potential problems before you go
down a specific path

5. Set Expectations:
Even with the latest tools that can generate some level
of tests automatically, tests are going to detect only
those defects that they have been coded/configured for.
Automated tests are a safety net only and cannot
replace humans for some time to come
When creating a business case or presenting the
benefits, keep expectations low and provide a
best-case/worst-case/realistic level of benefits

Consider Test Data and Test Environment availability,

Communicate that the initial cost of setting up Test

which can be major blockers for QA and not just for

Automation vis-à-vis the ROI may be high, and the

automation – you may have to invest in

benefits kick in over time

Containers/mocking frameworks additionally

Draft a plan with the most valuable tests first and then

Work with stakeholders to determine what reports

add more tests as needed, instead of a big-bang

would be needed and how they would be used

approach

3. Consider your Application and
Technology Roadmap:
How will the product evolve in the next 1-2 years? Is the
product release model going to change
12

In summary, Test Automation, especially for Continuous Testing in a CI-CD world, requires the right effort and
investment to make it work. Planning for the Long-term and using an experienced partner to jumpstart your Test
Automation can help you be well on your way to the holy grail – “Continuous delivery of value”.

Reimagining Test Automation in the age of
Digital Transformation
In the digital age, applications are the primary mode of
consumption for nearly all products and services and
brand differentiation lies in providing seamless,

The path to test automation in
the age of Digital Transformation

omnichannel customer service experience.

Test automation is a buzzword but still not a household

Organizations have already adopted lean and DevOps

practice in organizations. Digital tsunami requires pro-

ways of development and they have to afford new

responsive test strategies focused to deliver differentiated

approaches to test new ecosystem of complex, highly

and high-touch services to reinforce brand identity in

interconnected, APIs and cloud-driven applications. IT

the digital era. The change in testing strategies need to

leaders cannot pick the two out of Speed, Quality and

touch myriad of processes, from challenging the status

Cost. They need all three–Speed, Quality and Cost for

quo of established testing model to cater to the need

creating all-inclusive digital journeys.

for speed in dealing with changing development course
with customer and partner feedback. Some of these

Companies like Netflix are already changing how media

changes that are required for test automation in the age

consumption works and all credits to their engineering

of Digital Transformation are –

practices, right from development to testing. The
company has gone from a manual mode to

Focus on business tests – Teams are

continuous, fully automated and high-volume testing.

required to zoom out of the code and testing details;

We are not talking here to replicate their engineering

and take a closer look at the important business-level

practices.

problems and write tests to solve these business
problems vis-à-vis deliver seamless digital experience.

It is impractical to replicate the automation framework of

One way of doing this is looking beyond the

any organization as there are stark differences in

requirements and scope documents and build tests by

applications, technology stack, leadership style, team

looking at the real-time and operational data on how

structure and size. Testing automation should happen in

users are interacting with the application. Yes, it is

incremental ways to achieve required maturity. Every IT

possible. There are tools available in the market that

leader has to develop a unique blueprint for testing

gives idea metrics about end-user interaction. Teams

their applications to ensure a fully functioning digital

need to understand these and develop tests accordingly.

customer experience. This blog talks how teams should
re-imagine their test automation approach to
complement their digital transformation journey.

Digital transformation revolves around
customer-centricity and thus test strategies should focus
on writing the test cases from a customer’s point of
view. Behavior Driven Development (BDD) encourages
use of simple language to blur the lines between
13

engineering and business teams. BDD holds relevance for

To introduce continuous testing in development,

a digital future as it focuses on the outcomes and not the

engineering heads have to introduce automation and

product important for the success of digital transformation.

leverage tools available for environment provisioning to

Introduce Continuous Testing into
your development – Digital transformation is
beyond responsiveness and agility, its pro-adaptation to
the future and related outcomes. Continuous testing
ensures that engineering team are proactively testing
every new feature in the development stage.

test continuously at developer-machine level.
Organizations often term test data management and
generation as challenges because they are highly
manual and time-consuming. These are the areas where
organizations should use automation heavily to have
testing running in parallel with the development. Test
automation is required to test new codes continuously
and this ensures a timely feedback about the bugs and
issues to fix them early in the cycle.

Dev Team codes
the User Story

Dev
Users Creates Story

Code Check-in

Story available for
the test

Discuss requirements
application flow, test points

Report to Dev Team

Defines Acceptance
Criteria

Update result in
Test

1

Trigger CI

Apply action & validation steps in
automation components

Day-Zero Test Automation
for in-sprint Users Stories
is the only way Agile
Testing can be scaled

2

Mapping script
with code

Always tie automation to
source code branch that is
being developed

Improving processes with
Automation – Human-driven processes are prone
to error, forgetfulness and skipping when they are
redundant and highly manual. But with machines
programmed for a specific function, there are zero
possibilities of skipping or forgetting any test to run or
data to generate.
Automating tests is pivotal to achieve continuous testing
and make them apt for Digital age. Achieving 100%
automation is an ambitious target because of constant
changing requirements but achieving 85 to 90% test
automation is doable even for the complex applications.

Add to Sprint
Suite

3

Planning tool

Automated check-gates for
the scripts needs to be
build into the CI tool

generation, test data and environment management,
running test suites and generating reports.
Test automation is a time and effort taking task. It’s very
important to identify right tests to automate at the first
attempt so that efforts and time do not go waste. Testing
teams must create mini regression suite covering critical
user journeys of high business value and run them first.
Once teams have confidence about mini regression
suite, the complete test suite is run, and results are
collected to act upon among teams. There needs to be a
defined acceptance criterion for every user story to
ensure story is completed and functioning as expected.

Some areas of automation are test data
14

Allocate budget for test
automation – Testing requires same treatment and

It makes automation easy for windows application
and it’s easy to integrate with Selenium.

importance as given to the development activities. Testing is

When you’re testing an application under
development and you don’t know the
ID/name of the elements, then you can go
with Sikuli.

development cum testing as testers are developing code
to test application under test. Businesses have to invest in
right tools and technologies to make every-step
automated and trouble-free. Teams devoting separate
budgets have clear goals to be achieved out of testing
and how to contribute to the software development
lifecycle which makes it as a critical function.

Qentelli’s step by step approach
towards Continuous Testing
Qentelli offered a multi-pronged approach to develop
customized framework for one of our clients relying on

It will check the appearance of the image
and if match found, it will interact with the
image accordingly.
Easy to create test data and run the same
tests multiple times.
Qentelli set up the foundation for continuous testing
and preparing client’s application for geographically
dispersed customer base.

legacy POS application. We develop customized framework

Testing smartly with AI – Newer

based on the application functionality and user journeys. A

development methodologies around user interaction are

comprehensive dashboard covering important metrics is

uncovering the limitations of test automation. Testers

shared across the teams to give everyone insights about

write test scripts with guesses of how end users are

the testing process. We achieved over 85 percent test

interacting with the application. Though it’s a good way

automation for their application.

as testers are thinking from end-user perspective but
successful test automation scripts must cover the end to

Nagaraju Asamani, Lead Software Engineer, Qentelli

end user journeys accurately. This is the larger issue

Solutions says the key is to understand the application

with the current test automation practice.

and user-interaction. In an ideal scenario we can go by the
highlighted best practices but there are hardly any ideal

Enters AI that can speed up the test automation

scenarios in application testing. So, in our case we

practices by applying algorithms to large amounts of

developed the best suited approach for the client’s

data produced by testing activities. Moving from manual

application. We used Sikuli to automate GUI using “Visual

and partial tests to matured CI integrated end-to-end

Image Match” method. We wanted to build an entire test

functional suite includes a lot of manual and repetitive

strategy around important user journeys and thus

tasks. Organizations can use human capabilities to

implemented test automation using Cucumber Business

explore the areas of Automation, AI and Big Data in

Driven Development (BDD) framework. This makes it easy

application usability, feature and integrations and test

for business teams to understand requirements and test cases.

data analysis. Further, AI-powered test automation
creates a knowledge base for self-learning and taking

One of the biggest advantages of Sikuli is that it
can easily automate Flash objects or images which
pretend to be an object (Object like image) and it
is an opensource tool.

proactive actions.
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A critical function, driving Digital Transformation
Organizations using AI for testing are surely creating a niche advantage for themselves rather than their counterparts by
using data instead approximates and automation–two imperatives of digital transformation.

Outlining the Quality Engineering Principles
01

Teams should think of quality from Day 0 to imbibe quality engineering to achieve
proficiency.

02

Automate as much as possible to provide a safety net for the team when introducing
new changes, reduce time-to-market and most importantly, reduce the pain of

03

Embrace Cross-functional Teams.

04

Invest in the right tools and frameworks that can reduce the effort
in Automation.

05

Include automated tests within the engineering flow.

06

Integrate AI and ML tools to collect, analyse and predict failure Points as a feedback
mechanism within the Engineering lifecycle, especially automated tests.

repeating the same tests for every change!
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